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CIL'IJ:'l'EH J: 
IN'rRODUCTION AND M'J'IONALE 
~'CommQnication , lik.e an iceberg, is 90 percent be-
r..ec.t.h the sur face " (Schrank , 1970). Schrank explained 
t hat \<lhat \Ve c;ay is above the surfa.ce, what He mean is 
belo\v the surface and faj J tire to grasp the meaning be-
neath the s\'lrface results in COI'lT+1Ul!ic:ttion breakdown. 
This conUl'.unication be:neath Lhe: surface. "las rescar.ehc.d e;(-
dim"ns;.on " (1966) and the " silent 1angl1age" (1 959). 
Terri tor-alit)' anll !?~r..:~~..nf11 Sra~-£ 
Hall ' s pioneering investigations o~ personal space 
sparked studies of many nspects of hum~n conLrlunic<ltion 
durir.g the 1960 1 5 , inclucling disti.1.nce and personill &p3.ce 
(Mac l ay & Knipe , 1972 ). It is with this arz3. of l'csearch 
that the present study is concerned , particularl~' the. \~f-
fects or status and sex on personal space and c1i$l~"',r1ce i!l 
dyadic interactions . 
.'Ian 1 S perccptlon of hi.s pcrsonuJ. space can be c','>m" 
pared to a basic concept. in the study of anim .. ,l bchavio'c I 
terri ":orillli ty , defined by HlIll an ~"h;"",y~i~o"r::.....b::_!..y-.:.\1:.:1.::lJ::.' . c:h~.:a=-n 
1 
2 
. organif3M characteristic~JJ..)L-l-a;r-s-claim to an aI.e.il and Je ... 
• 
fends it a9&inst members of its o""n species lin. (19G6 , p. 'J). 
Territoria)ity .:as firc.t described i n 1 920 by the English 
ornitohologist H. E . Howard . He recogn i zed events that 11,,<1 
heen noted by naturalists as far back as the seventeenth 
century as manifestati ons of terri toriali ty (HaU , 1 966) . 
In 1913 the Danish zoologist Thorleif Schjelderup-
Ebbe d;d the first scientific st~dy of dominance in an 
anima l society (Mac l ay & Knipe , 1 972 ). He noticed that 
one of his hen s consistently drove the rest of the f l.ock 
away from choice pieces of food . Observation over a 
peri od of t i me shO\'led that a net\'.'o,rk of superior- i nferior 
relationships existed in "lhich every individual knew its 
, 
proper place . Schjeldrup-Ebbe <,lescribed thi s socia l 
system a.s a, "pecking order. " The ~a~t that t he hens weLe 
coopep up made it dif;ficu J. t to cleterlTline hm .. , the chickens 
might behave in a loess re8tricted s i tuC\tion . Kon rad 
Lo r enz , in t he early 1930's , studied a jackdaw colo;'iY 
i n it 1 S natura l environment, and found the social hie.c~ 
a r chy as rigid as that of don.e"tic fLwls (~laGJ.ay & 
I(nipe , 1972) . 
Ethol:1gists used the pecking order as the basjc 
Il\odcl of social organiz.Jtion to exa'l\inc 1:1J8 clo!TIinaJlce 
;:.ystem of man ' s closest animal relntives, the ~nthropoid 
apes . Thn studies have been varied and complex, but 
come are concexncd \.;i th phys ieal pl:oy.imi. ty . 'I'he hier'~ 
3 
arch~' 91: the baboon society may be detcr:nined hy \vatcll-
ing the animuls move piJ,~t on0. another. Who movC!s out C)f 
the way [or h"hon, and ,,,hich animal offers nonverbal 
npologies whe-on t\lO bn.boons pass too close, indicat..e the 
G.omiilant members . This acute sensitivit~, to the threat 
of physical closeness results.. i.n a - s..-ystem. of personal 
space . 
<-"-- -
Further , l1ac1ay and Knipe stated, ..... uResearch now 
indicates th~lt ffii\n is at least as sen~itj ve to personal 
space as are hi.s animal relatives , .• 11 (1972, p . SO ). 
-
- t:orm·,itz, et a l. (1965l referred to personal space 
as the Hbody'·bu£fer zone" with the pizer shape and pcno-
trnbilit~1 of the zone varying \·lith t.he individual. An-
other study by Little (1965) def,ined personal space> 
as the area immediately surrounding the individual a.nd 
suggested this space be considered as a " series of con-
centric globes of space , each defi.ning a. region for 
ccrt~in tYPC5 of interaction" (I', 238) . So~~~r (1959) 
distinguish'.!d personal spac~ from territory in several 
ways. Personal space is carried ar0unn l Lhe bound:.tries 
are invisible ~n.d the body is its center . T~rritory i s 
described as relativelr stdtionary, ,,,,ith bonndnries \·,hich 
are marked and visibJe to ()t ~l.l,;_ r.:l ( and Lhc cel~ i:Cl· o f the 
territc,ry is u8uall¥ the home:: of th0. man 0 .'..' ani1'1ml. 
Lcibmar: (1970) vim'lcd persoh!.ll o:;pacc ilS il fOrTI\ of 
territoriality but net &9 n physical area lhaL i s stak~d 
ont or claimed . She o e se x-i ocd il as Ituldque j,:,\ tl:cJ.t 
-
moves with the i.n<1ividun.J., is highly elastic and 
rapidly altered 11 (p. 209}, 
~ Hall (1966) noted that "man senses distance as 
other animals do. His perception of space is dynamic 
since it is related to action -- what can be <lone in a 
given space rather than what is seen" (p. 108). 
Hall developed a classification syste.m for meilsuring 
dis-caJices in relation to man. This system was based on 
his personal observations of both animals and man . He 
designated four zones "i th a t;a~' and " near phase: 
1. (a) ;tntima,te Dista.nce - \""-. Close Phase?: 
'J.'hc distance of, love-·making unel \vrestJ.ing , 
comforting and protecting , 
(b) Intim~te Distance --- fa~ Pha~e 
Six tc eight.een inches. The torso and thighs 
do not touch but one can e(.'U~ily touch, "!hisper 
and reel the other's breath . 
2 . (al Personal pistance ~-- Close Phase 
One and a half to two and <\ half feet. At 
this distance one can hold 01: gr'lsp the other. 
(b) Personal Dis'...:.ance - - - E'uI' Phase 
Two and a half to fOUl: feet. It e;Y.'tend5 from 
a point that is just outside easy touching dis--
tanc€ to a point \oJhere two people can touch 
fingers if they ext.end both arms. This is 
the distance for dischssing subject.s of personfll 
interest and involvem1;!nt. 
3 . (al 
Four to 
at this 
Social Distance -- Close Phase 
seven ;feet. Imper$onal buc;i<1cSS occurs 
distance. 
(bl Social Dista.nce . - Far Phase 
Seven to twelve ,feet. FQrmal bl,:Lsin~9::' n11t1 
social U~SCOU}:sc is conJucted tJ t this distar:.ce. 
11 • (a) Public Difltance -- Clo3e Phase 
'l',oJclve to t:\lent.y,..fiv...: feet, }\t this di 5t().l1ce 
a 5ubj·.'ct cun tal;c eVi\nivc. or defensive E!ctio:1 
if t..h""·2atcncd . 
(b) Public D':'stanc(; --- Far Phase 
T\.enty-fiv..- feet o.~ more . Ti.irty feet is the 
distar.ce that is automat.ically set around im-
portant figures. 
Hall specified (1959 . 1966) that his classification 
system \'las applicable to the Unit.ed St'ltes and \las not 
cross-cultural. To explain the hypothesis behind his 
proxemic classification system Hall said , "It is the 
nature of animals , including man , to exhibit behavior 
>rhich \'Ie call territoriality .• • the specific di.s -
tance chosen depenqs on the tr'lnsdction; the relation-
ship of thc interacting inqividuals , how they [.,,,1, ?nd 
"'lilt they are doing" (1966, p . 120). 
1)5ing Hall's classiJ;ic'ltion I>)'stem, ).i tt.lc (1965) 
predicted th'lt inter'lction pecween hJO persons cl'lssifi ·d 
a,s f;riends, a.cquainta.nces , or strangers \>;ould take plilc, 
a t an increasing rank orner ('If di$tance, Be found that 
interact ion distances in a :.lj'Cld are markedly influenced 
by the degree of acquaintance of the two peopl... The 
effect "cJB the same for line drawings, stylized ;.i l -
hot'tette!J and for actua l interaction£!o Ilis !>t.udy found the) 
place ;,-t Iso ii1fluenc~d j setting in .,hich the meetings took 
the !?erceived distance bet\<,'cen t\'JO people.. J1<l!d_inum 
di stances ""ere chosen fol' \Jaiting rooms , ltdnj mum <'tis -· 
tance.s for street cornel·n O)~ other open air s:. ... t l:.ings. 
LiLtle's rf:'sultn 3110,,'12(\ thDt Frie-TH1.c: I intcr.acti(.IH ',-las in 
the ZOJle of Int.imC'\te Distance - far PbasQ; the /;'c-
t/ 
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quaintances I interaction in the PersO!w.l Distance - Close 
Phase ; with Stra.ngers in Personal Distance .- Far Phase. 
Litt le commented that these dyadic interactions seem 
reasonabl e for a. persurnably Amiable so..;ial nature , since 
they do not fall wi thin Hall ' s dist.ances for impersonal 
busi:1ess . Although it was not Little 1 s purpose to examine 
sei< differences i n spatia l behavio)~ , he did note a 
t endency for ma l es and fema l es tc.' respond different l y to 
acqua i ntanceship and setting . 
Rased on ).aboratory s tudies , Nehrabian (1969) 
developed (;\ distance classif;ication system \-Thich is some-
what more simplified than Hal l' s. He listed the p"rsonal 
space distances for cultur" l nQ)::ms in the Uni.ted States 
within the limit of six to eigl1teen inches for intirr,ate-
interpersonal interaction, thirty to forty-eight inches 
for casual- personal interaction , ~even to twelve feet in 
social- consultative situations and thirty feet for public 
i nteract i on situations . Subsequently , researchers have 
based predictions using both oJ; these models . 
Sommer supported Hall ' s explanat; on Ilhen he found 
t.hat spacing of individuals in sm"ll groups followed 
from the "personality and cultm;al backgrounds of the 
i ndividuals i nvolved , what they >Jere doing and the nature 
of the physical setting" (1969, p . 68) . This theury 
has been supported by a numbr..:r o~ nt '.l(~lics (Adlp.:r. & Ive:-50n, 
7 
1974 ; IIrgyle & Dean , 1965; Gotthcil , Corey & PD.redes, 
1968; Horowitz , et al. , 1964 ; Leibman, 1970 ; Little , 
1965; Lyman & Scott , 1967) and is generally accepted by 
social scientists today. 
Leibman (1970 ) believes t .here is enough evidence 
t o support the statement that "personal spac e is l earne:d 
and is under the inf l uence of individuals and social 
norms " (p. 213 ), Scott tested chi l.dren in ki ndergar ten 
through t h ird grade to determine at "hat leve l they coul d 
c orrectly identif.y the four ; ntcrperso!1al distances 
(19 7 4 ), He designated int imate distance (18 inches ), 
personal di~tance l1 8 inches to fPllr feet) , social 
distance (four to t~lelve feel) and public distance (beyond 
t welve :Ceet:) . The resul ts s ho\V'ed thnt a"/arcne~s of in-
f ormal space i s we ll es t aplished by the time a child j.s 
i n the t h ird gr ade . Scott' s re~ul ts al30 i ndicated that 
awarenE'SS of each of the four levels of informal sp<lce 
i ncreases wi th grade level . from the i nformation gathe=cc , 
Scot t concluded that children first become a,\.,are of the 
meaning of public distance , then of intimate distance 
and final l y and mor e slowly of the intcrmcdiat:c distances . 
Pedersen (1973) used as sllbjec.;ts cleven me.leg and 
c l even fema l es in each of six elementary schoC'l grades 
t o ntu<.1y t he deve l opmental trends :i.n pcr:sonal Spctc:e . 
He round that "ac:r.o!3s all grade lc-!vcls and stimulus persons I 
.(cm'~lcs placed the p:r:-ofi le }:,p.prescn ting them si9n:'ficant.ly 
• 
closer to other figures than males did" (p. G) . His 
r 
8 
results indicated that this difference emerged and seemed 
to be .,e11 established by the third grAdE. lr.vel. 
Pedersen conunented that "the social learning factors that 
produced the l arger personal space of males t.oward other 
people by t.he third grade are unknown" (p . 7). 
In 1975 , Tennis and Dabbs selected subjects f rom 
among students in the first grade through college to t est 
interpersonal distances preferred for different inter-
actions. Resul.ts of this study indicated that childr"n ' s 
personal s pace preferences continue to develop through t.he 
fif th , ninth , and tlvelfth gr<\des , and college l evel. 
Tvlent.y males <;nd twentl:' female stu<'\ents from each of the 
fiJ::st , fifth, ninth, and t~leltth gr<\des , and from the 
sophomore class at an urban unj.ver~ity ",ere subjects for 
the study . The s ubjects were test.ed in p<\irs. One sub-
j ect was to l d to stand at a designated point 011 a tape 
which had been placed on the floor. The other subject was 
instructed to begin \V'alking S l O\,lly toward the stat.ionary 
partner uni..il he said , "Stup ! " Then the subjects changed 
r.oles "ncl the procedure ''las re}?cated . 'rhe subj Gets were 
then gh'en a paper and penci l test in which they marked 
where they lvould want a partnel' to stop J:or friendly con-· 
versat.icn, BO)"9 and gir.ls SGWfled to b~~Jin "lith simi l ar 
persona l space preferences , but before puberty they begun 
to choose the distance pa t-t,ern of adul ':s. This finding 
SUPPol:ted research , &uch as tha.t 'of Pederse n (1973), 
i/ 
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and Little (.l965) th"t males prefer gr"ater inter-
personal dista.nces than females . Tennis and Dabbs in-
dicated that older males are aware of society's attitude 
to\"mrd phyqical closeness between a.dult males; hm-lever r 
first grtl.de males have not yet internalized these norms 
and maintain closer dist.(l..."1.ce than pairs of first grade 
females . 
We know "'hen another person is toe close or too 
far ;:way for a. given interaction but it ill diffi..::ult to ex-
plain how \'le knol-l. Hall (1966) suggested that physical 
distance-sensing occurs outside awa;t:'eness . Little agreed 
th.at lnan I s personal space f.lppear~d to be completely out-
s,ide hi,s a,warenesp ~lt.h.o~gh there 1.5 considerable evidence 
that it influences his behavioo: (1965). Little said the 
s.i.de>lays shuffle when someone ~oins the bus queue en the 
curb, is completely "unconscions ll but the spacing is 
almost as :nea t as that of sparro\-ls en q telephone line. 
He also mentioned circumstances ,,'e have nIl experienced. 
If a, friend stands too far away during an c:.miable dis-
cuss ion , \'le becolae c. bit anxiQUs or hurt a.nd if a stranger 
st.ands too close we may be rcsent:Lul , Li tt.le g1 yes ex-
i:vnpJ.es vlhich sho\·J that even our l.:=:.nguage contains ,!lords 
and phrases using ~patial ter~s suel: as "close" friond , 
or "oi stant " person. l"le (-,\150 k~cp 50l!IC people at: II ann' 5 
lengt.h." nnd thin:, oi others as "aloof" 0.: "wit.hctrc,'(m" 
• 
10 
or "pushy, II 
Baxter (1970) concurs in the opinion that the process 
---- --
~ of spacing is outsid.e awareness for the most art and is 
usually smooth and rapid in i t ::; operation . Ilis results 
indicated that both participants ;i.,n an interaction seem to 
be contributing to establishing and maintaining their 
desired spatial arrangement . BAxter ob::1erved that as one 
member leaned too close , the other smoothlY compensated 
and when one member moved t oo tar away, the 9ther quickly 
closed the gap . 
• The use of spatial arrangements aq art independent-
variable in small \frou!? research can be traced to Bernard 
Stein20r. In 1949 , while investi9ating the effect of 
t he intent of verbal behavior in face to face groups, he 
observed that a !?erson is more likel);' to interact ",ith 
another if he is in a, position to see ",·ha.t the other does 
as well as to hear him . The behavior prompted Stei nzor 
t o hypothesize that I' seating arrangement I in a small face 
to face group helps to determine t.he individuals \'lith whom 
one is likely to interact" (I" 552). IIlthough steinzor did 
not have the benefit of the studies in nonverbal. behavior, 
he kIlc\\' that individual s were responding to something more 
thar. the verbal message. The effect of personal. space on 
seating arrf.t.ngements has I since Steinzor , been the subj ect. 
of much resea,,·ch. Sommer (1967) devoted an ent.ire study 
to thC' rp.view of the literature in this area. Other Bum"" 
11 
mari"'9 'lI:e also available (J,rgy1e & Kendon, 1967 ; 
Mehrabian, 1969), 
In monk.ey societies ''Ie observe that the most clomi-
nant monkey has more space than any subordinate and if a 
subordinate wants to intrude. on the territC'ry of his 
superior, he must humble himself or he risks retaliation . 
Female monkeys are no.r:mally subordinate to the males and 
are the ",ost affiliative members of the troop (Maclay 
& Knipe, 1972) . In the human species >Ie observe that the 
person \'lith the highest status "Iso has jTlore space . \~omen 
in our society are seen as suPordinate to the male and are 
the most affil.iative member" of the adult human species. 
Morse (1969) obse rved tha t sQeial status in Ar.terican 
liie is conferred by sex, age , coloI', and ""tional origin. 
\qomen are among the groups that ~lorse refer" to as 10'" 
stf!tus or "inferior" status and "outside rs . 1\ The \'loman a~ 
a 10\" ...status person is mentioned by Dohr e-nv,'ond and 
---Dohrem/end (1969), whose data suggest that males <Ire 
treated more rc.-.spe.ctf.u.J,ly thnn females in our society . 
-. - -
l'lalstedt (1974) con.firmed thitt \vome n aJ:e "margina i s ll in our 
{ 
society. The concept Of mA.rginality .iITl!?lies supe rior status 
Of one group and Ininority stat-tIS of the other, :; i nc" the 
marginal one io stigmatized af1d excludt"!d from positions 
Qf pO\~cir by the dominan t . Walstedt be J. ie" p. s that ,"om,m 
• 
12 
meets 1:hE cond.i tions of the marginal concept. 
Slntus . according to fionuner (1 969 ), is expressed 
physically in ~'''ys of hchaving . He found t hat there i:; a 
clo£c connection bet.\'Jeen space and status . High status i.n-
dividuals have more and better space , as \\'ell a3 greater 
f.r.eerloIn to move about . Status is specifically defined as 
lithe posltion of an ir,divldual in relation to another or 
othel.'s o! the same clazs , socia l stFlnding , or profession II 
(Random House Dictionary , 1966). 
Huller and Por~es (1973) name three dimensions that 
are universally rega.rded as bases tor status s)' slems, 
\-lealth , po\';cr and l'restige . They believe that modern 
soc.:iet:i.es base status primari ly on ~hat a, person does 
r ather then on who he is. ~'hey admit that while oc-
cupational status does not exhaust the range of status 
varia::ion , "it apPl3ars as the most representative , 
summary rneaSl\re of a personls general social standing 
\·/ithjn the context of modern societies" (p. 54 ). Freese 
(1 97 4) listed nccup£\tion , 1 <\ce , Sf"X , age .and cducutiort 
l evel as s:.:atus charactfC"l'istics. He founo. tlH~t if people 
believe an individual possesses desl:.a.bl~ chal-ac l-:cr.:i.stics 
in thc!ic catcgoric~, they \>{ill respond to thdt person in 
predict.able ways . High utal.lts indivii!uals claim and 
r egula.te E\CCCS~ to I drgcr territol:ics tha.n 10\1 status in-
dividuals and those who luwe e,CCCf.i5 to lc3rgc territ.o:ciC's 
h:lvc: the u.dv~ntagcs of .high .utatu;, O'!( )hrabjan, 1971). 
13 
Jackson and J?epinsky (1972) me1'\sured the amount of 
i"formation a subject Hould reveal in an initial inter-
vieH.;-The authors found a tendency for subjects to reveal 
(more to a high status intervie~1er than <I Im-1 status 
~intexvieHer. It has also been established that the aInount 
of eye contact i" an indication of how an indivi.dual 
perceives the status of another. Efran (1968) investi-
gated effects of eye contact and status and concluded 
that the conul1unicator has gre ater eye cont:act with his 
addressee i;f the latter is considered to be approving of 
the conunnnicator and is )?erceiveq 1'\S having high status. 
./ 
~'his finding was substantiated by ~\eh.rabian and Frier 
(1969) Vlhen they ,eound that eye CO:1tact is moderate with 
very high status ad c1x P.S sees 1 maximum >lith moderately 
high status addressees , <\nd at 1'\ minimum "lith very 1m., I 
, status addressees. It i s generally accepted that af-
:U1.iat tve persons 1.ook at others more and lons-er. 
Mehrabian and Diamond (1971) and others have shown "lOmen 
are more affil.iative than men. The hypothesis that wQll\en 
l ook at others more a:1q for longer periods has received 
support in several studies (Exline, Thibaut , Brannon,. & 
Gumpert 1961; Kendon & Cook , 19G9 ; !·jehrabian, 1969). 
/·leht'1'\bian and Diamond (197j,) found th<l t ilny effects due to 
dist.ance may be (':onfounded by sex or affi1iat.ivc tende ncy . 
One resul L indicated that. f<::ma lcs e xhibit more affilia U .ve 
behavior ana attain llighe r scores on measures of af-
/ 
/ 
filiation. 
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'fhey repo>ted that males sat at an average 
distance of 5.60 feet from others, \'lhile females sat 
signiLic"ntly closer ilt 5.11 teet . llhitc (J.97 5 ) indicated 
that neither statuB nor sex affected interpersonal distance 
cO!1sistently . The only c l ear outcome o f hi:3 study was that 
f emales sat closer to confederates tl,an males , which sup-
ports the Mehrabian and Diamond finding . 
MehralJian (1969) suggests a greater tendency for 
subj ccts to use an arms~akimbo position ''lith low status 
addressee than with h i.gh s tatus addressee . The study also 
sho,,'ed that in stancling and ~n seated positions subjects 
are more. :relaxed when conununicatin9 \'lith low status ad-
dressees than when cOJl\jnen~cating wi t::n hj,gh status ad-
dressee:.. I n iI l atex study t Mehrabian (1971) observed that 
if; an elected official receives a. visitor ''lith a desk 
b etHeen the two , many visitors will feel ill at ease and 
may become unfavorably aware of {. covert stress on the dif-
fe!:ence in s t atus . Limit.ing the inunediacy, or closeness , 
of contact is a very effective means of cOl1veying higher 
status. l'~nothe:r. clue to status differences j s the manner 
in \-/11ic11 a person behaves when he enters the room of the 
person he is visiting. If the status differential is 
great., he 3\'laits permission before movin9 closer to the 
higher status person. 110. \"t"i ll not sit until invited to do 
so , and if there is more thon one vbdtor' s chair , he "l':il1 
tend to s;it et. a dist.Clnce f):'om his ho~t (Lett & Sommer I 
15 
19 () 7}. H()w(~ver I if the t\',o are int.imate or arc peers the 
person entering Nill feel free to s it closer to the perl;)on 
h e visits (Hchrabian , 1971). 
There is another ''lay to recognize hmv status c cn -
sideration affects our behavior: the higher status person 
<letermines the amount of imme<liac:i permitte<l in his inter-
act~on I<ith others (Mehrabian , 1 971) . The person ,.ith 
hire-fi re pOI'Ter , has highest status in a group . The 
supervisor may invite a typist to lunch , a foreman 
may invite a mach1nist for a drink. or a corporation 
p::es.ident may invite a junior el<ecuti.,e to a cocktail 
party , but as a general rule the lower ranked person 
does not initiate greater inunediac:i . JJ.. junior employee 
>1ould not invite the president Of tl1e cOl'poration 
for din ner ; however , if the president i ssued an invitation 
to '.:he junior employee he would be under heavy obligation 
to accept the i nvitation . 
The influence of status on the performance of in-
dividuals in small groups was "xamined by Mc:>ore (1 968 ) . 
His subjects ",'ere \'IOmen, ranc10mly selected froin t.he same 
California community college . I n the 1 0\'1 status concition, 
the ccmmunity college ·"oman thou3ht she was in a group of 
\,~Or.lEn [rom Stan lord University ~ In t.he high status con-
dition , the conununity col1cge \lOlnH,n bcJJ.cved she had been 
a~"i';JIIed to n group of high school women . The subjects "ho 
perce.lved thCi'lS~l\'~s f\S having high status had confide.nee 
• 
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in Lheir choices ",hen there was d,isagrecrnent bet,.,een thern-
selves and lo\V'er status partners in a discussion . Sub-
jects who perceived themselves as having low status showed 
a greater tendency to defer to the choices made by high 
status partners , 
To re-examine the effects of client sex and counsel-
or sex on self-disclosure as well as the status of the in-
) 
terviewer , Brooks (1974) hypothesized that "( a) Femal es 
would be more disclosing than males. (b) Subj ect- in ter-
vie" er pairs containing a female would result in greater 
disclosure than al l male pairs . (c ) Su):Jjects ,.ould be 
more disclosing when the interviewer "as presented as a 
h igh status >:athe>; than a low status person" (p . 470) . 
Forty mal.e and forty female unde>;graduate students ,.ere 
used as subjects . Brooks manipulated the status condition 
i:. three I.ays . First , each sUbject was asked to read a 
paragraph describing his interviewer. Next , a r ecept i onist 
praised the high statQs intervie'<ler and was indifferent 
about the 10'1 status intcrviev-.'er. Third , intervie\'ls for 
t he high status condition were held in nicely furnished 
c ounselor offices ; 10\'1 status interviews \'Jere held in 
spars ley furnished rooms located in the basement of the 
building . In the discussion of her finding3. Brooks 
stated that subjects were more disclosing in dyads con-
taining a female. 
Sha\l (1971) suggested that. one of the impOLtnnt 
• 
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functions of spatial relations among pexsons is the es ·· 
tablishment and cornmunicatirm of st(l,tu,s diifercnces. An 
interesting aspect of status a.nd sp'l.tifl,l arrangement 
emerged from a study by DeLong (1970) . Subjects were 
observed over a l?e)-iQd of twenty- three sessions as they 
pa.rticip;~tcd in discussions. They were seated at a 
r ectangular table with a <'\esignate<'\ leader at the "head of 
the table . " 'rhe stu<'\ent s~tting at the opposite end of t.he 
table emerged a9 a secondary leader . The designated leader 
was a,liglled with the students on his right . Subgroups 
emerge<'\ showing that subjects sitting to the left of the 
secon<'\ary leaqe); and fa,rthest removed from the designated 
le~dcr ' s right , were perce~vea by themselves and the rest 
of the group 'IS having low status. DeLon..- believes this 
i s consist.ent ,,,ith the :eolk. assoc~~tion of "ri9ht-hand 
w$,th goodness and dominance , and ).e~t~·hand ",ith evil and 
Sl;bmissiveness " <J;> . 184 ) . 
-i. That men and "omen );espond differently concerni'lg 
personal space and distance "'IS the subject of a study by 
J ourard and friedman (1970)" The dependent measure , .. as 
duration of self- disclosure on a number of personal topics 
var.ying in intimacy level . .J As distance decrea.sed , the , 
fem .. l" subject:" reduced iheil: self~discJ.osure , "hile the 
males sho\V'eq n·;:) ~igniS::ica.nt increa,&e or c1ec;r:easc. The 
experimenter ltJ'as male . ~ In 1959 , Sommer did a series of 
ptud.ies in persoJlft,l zp,ilce , ]. h 1 d II~ .. " .·n one, e em!? oye a {,ecoy, 
• 
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i'\ pex-son who \'las ~ confederClte of thl~ exper;i.menter and \/ho 
"'as alreaQY sea\.eQ in a particular chilir bofore the subject 
e ntered t.he room t The subj oct v:as qsked to 1'la l k over, sit 
\'lown ann discuss a topi.c wi th the decoy. Decoys and sub-
j eets of both sexes ",ere used in various combinations. 
\ ~ SQmmer founQ that females will sit 
L cov than to a m.:lle decoy , and this 
. . 
will si t to Qe coys of either sex. 
closer to a female Qe-
is c loser. than males 
One finQing by Leibman 
(19 70) VIas that interpersona l QistAnce seemed to b e af ·· 
f ecteQ )Jy the sex of the confeQe):ate, 'l'here Vlere great.er 
Qistances in !:"elation to mal.e confederE\tes and smaller 
Qi stances in relation to female confeQe):ates . 
In 1967, Lott anel Somme1' s:tqdieq Seating Arrangement 
anQ Status. I.n Qrder to est.ablish levels Of statL\s, they 
askeQ 10 3 upper-.level students to QJ;aw a, Qominance heir-
arehy. Ninety,..three usable Q;raVling~ weJ;e optained , 64 
from fema l es and 29 ;f;J;om mqles . Many females put boy-
frienQs or husbqnQs above them on t he heira):chy, but. no 
ma l e ever put a ,]i):lfrienQ OJ; wife above him. 'l'he only 
group that students placed below thernselves were 1011"r 
classm'On, particul ar l y females , and students doing poorly 
in school. Based on all info;rmat~on ~n tlw heirarchics, 
Lott and Sorruner d.eciaed to use uit professoJ.: " a~ h.i.gher. 
status f~gure and " a frEshman who ir, doing poorl y in 
school'! an low status , and "arlot.hcr student in your class" 
as equal status. ~.·he fi.rst qucsti.onnai):e ~laS ildmJ.nistcrcQ 
! 
I 
I 
I 
to 2<,1 students, l'he), were ",sked where they >Io,,:Ld 
si t i.f thr.y nrrived in the school c3.fctcria first 
'0 ~ .. 
and ""'re to be joincd by another person of varying 
stat.u~ condl.tions , Two-thirds of the respondent.s placed 
themselves in one of the end cltt\irs regardless of the 
stat..us le.v'31 or sex of thr~ other person. The second 
questionnaire ,·,as tr..e sa,lne as d~~crib<.'d before, except 
thaL the pergon the subject \'las to mect. ardved at the 
table first, The subject was asked whE'"r.e the other person 
"ould sit and "here he "ould sit, Subjects ovcrHhelmingly 
plac"d the other per-son in an end chair >Ii th the respondent 
selectinCj an end chah' tor himself directl.y OPpof;ite the 
oth('r perRon, i\ third questionnaire conta;i.nin,) the diugram 
of a small "quare table surrounded by tour chait·s 'las given 
to 29G students . The same three ~tatus levels wel,'e nsed, 
Subj"ct.s chose to sit opposite the 101/ and high status 
position, and cox:ner t o corner with equal sta.tl1S ponitions, 
The stt:d:onts put more distance between high und 1,,'W 5tatus 
t.han h-:a:twcerl peel.~s , 
Lott and Sommer continued with the experiment. In a 
sma),l rOOITl they placed a rectangular ('able with three 
chail:S on each si.de and one ched.J;' at each ana. A Sh'catcr 
\..;as placed on Lhe buck of the f,c.r end chair nnd ft, nDtc-
bool< placed on the tuble in front of ~t to indicate Hhere 
the il1b;~rviC\'le:c would sit. The status of the j,ntcJ:\'iew'cr 
was indicated. to the :o;ub)f.::ct ( ,-.'ho \"IilS !JU;':\S e rl1.\CntJ .y in-
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structed to C'ntL'J' the rOQM, sit. dO"'l1. a.nr1 "He,.:.. _ tl'~ int·Jr·· 
\t:~Qi'/C.t.. Hen,;' qSjw.in, thE' l)et!,"7'":: were arrangr·d closer to-
gether t-,hnn indi-, id\.lalf ... of high or 10'\" st~tus. 
Haase Cl.:lCl DiHati..lu (1970) examined cO\.ln::;~lor. f ad-
ministraf-cr, and client prefe.cc.r.ces for rot',r p,n:rxcmic seat-
ing arra.ngelT'cnts in a dyadic interact.ion, 'the ~ole 
oricnLaLi.on of the three gt'GUp~;; may explain the fi;".dings,. 
Tl(e role of t.hc counselor and administrator differ \vi th 
l:espcct to dealing with the .i ncli7icl.nal . The 'table inter-
vening posi tion "?.:lS pl.ei:exreq mO.:it by adrni:\t~ ~'rators; 
cotlnse10rs rT~fcr.ccd no table ;i.nt.cr"ler.:i.pg i clll';..rtt:-; pre-
!~X'red t" be ~o~itioncd acrvs~ the ccrner of the desk f~Ol'1 
the CO'.lnRe,lo) 1 ';P1Q the ce:;k J.ntcrve .lug ::..r~:n~"lgLll'.eru.:. \':.~~!: 
ad.'Tli ni s t.rtltor. Ttoe aJministrator \·lishcd to mai.n.t.ain " 
dornin.:mt posi tiO:1 and ylan P.:!.t"c~i 'iec. as dominat.t by t:}.e 
cl:i.enL because both chose the Si::,me seating arrangement. 
On the other' hand, the counselor- chose a di fferent se.at-
ing dr.ra:n.gernenL t.han tlle clie.nt, Tl.is indicates th:tt a 
clier.t may rot b~ ~r; comforLable with i\ counselo!":" a.:: tte 
:.;licn t In5.Y dcsi;rp. 1 preventing successful intc~:J.c"tiotl, 
Pci.legrini and nnpoy 0.?70) examined the J:cli'!L,.O:1.,hip 
h~~t..\y~ell distance And anglr! 0;: chairs. ThE:y used six':.y 
suhjCC1:,..:i (30 f.(~Jnnl \.! and 3D me-Ie) \;h" ",ere tol1 t"iv::y \-'er~ 
l'artir:tput.ing in. a r;tuc1y to CXtunine t.;\C proc\:!sq oJ: C':'!fl-
nH::l"'icntlon be t\-",zoC.i 1 t\"in L)CopJ .... '- EaGh :sub'jc.::ct \-/,1;. 1:1Sr:.Cl-,(";LI"d 
~...,;.;.. df'~c!'ittt~: hiT1:;c.lf Lo ~ J.isL~ncJ: (0£ the :-:al::e f:~x) I 'i·1H-· 
• 
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distance and angle at which the subject placed his DIm 
chair in relation to the listener was measured. Pellegrini 
and Empey found that female subjects sat significantly 
c l oser to female listeners than did male subjects to male 
( listeners. The results showed that "displacement away from 
• 
direct , face-to-face orientation with listener was also 
s i gnificantl.y greater for females than for male s" (p . 70). 
Purpose and Hypotheses 
, 
This study proposed to investisate and describe the 
results of dyadic interview situa.t:i.ons, Sl?ecifically , the 
experiment ",e,S designec1 to exa.mine the effects of sex and 
status Qn two aSJ?ects of J?e;r;sonaJ. space hehfivior , distance 
and angle . 
Two directionaJ,. predictions ,,:/el='e ~onned. ;First , on 
t he bas;,s of Mehrabia.n and Diamond C1971 1 r Pedersen (1973 ) I 
and Tennis and Dabbs (1975 ) it was predicted that female 
subjects would seat themselves at smaller distances from 
their interviewer , regardless of sex , than would ma l e sub-
jects . Secondly, the results 01' the status manipulation 
were expected to conform to those of Lott and Sommer 
(1967) and ~lehrabian (1971) who reported smaller dist"nce 
between peers than between subjects of unequal status . 
Sufficient data on which to make prediction" regard-
ing angle as a function of ~ex and status is not yet 
available. 
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S~nce pilot study oQservation indicated wide variation 
in chair angles, it was decided to explore angle as a 
second dependent measure . 
• 
CHAPTER II 
NETHOD 
SUbjB~ 
A total of 165 introductory Ilpeech student" at 
Florida Technological University participated in this 
study as a part of the ir course requirement . Sixty-
nine of the st:udents from three speech cla.sses ~vere as'~ 
pigned to a pilot t est group to va l idilte the status 
manipulations. The r emaining 48 male and 48 female 
students from fi.ve difJ;erent speech clilsses "ere 
randomly assigned to one of the e i ght treatments in the 
actu" l. experiment. Subj ects "ere tested individuall y . 
Materia ls 
The expcrjment was conducted in & small room in 
the Hl1m~l1itics and Fine Arts Building. 'rhe room haC. no 
",indQ\, S r only one door and a fluorescent lighting 
.ii>:ture suspended froll\. the ceiling. Two chairs ",ere 
placed j n the r\Jom, one on top of '-he othc·r , against 
the 1"1'111 o;:>posi.to the door. I\fte):" ""ell tt:ial , a 
Minolta ST 10J. camera \;as used to "::8cord the i::.ng l e of 
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1:he chairG ~ rrhe experimenter stood on a three-step 
1<i t.cli cn stool t.o take the photographs fr0m a predeter-
mined spot. 1\11 photographs were taken Hi th Koda], l'ri-X 
Black and m,ite film. 
A resume , designed to produce the percr~ption of 
highel' or equal status Ivas prepared for each inter-
vj evler. This resume was based on a. mDdel used by 
Brooks (1974). The high status resume contained praise 
and information about degrees , honors and pUblications 
of a male and a female professor . The equal status 
resume consisted or information to portray a male and 
a female high school student. A series of semantic 
differ'cntia]. s~aJ.~s \·,eJ:e u sed to test the subjects I 
perception of the statlls of the intervim·,ers. A copy 
is included in Al?pelldix A. Index cards (5 x 7) ,"Iere 
used t .o rEcord the following information: the numerical 
sequence of the subjects; sex and status of the inter-
viC\..;er ; the distance and angle of the chair placement ; 
and whether or not the subject knew the name of his 
or her intcrvie\ler. 
Design and ~.n~.J >'~ 
'.I.'he eXj?erJ.m::nt involved three independent variables 
in a. 2 (sex of inLr;!rvie\o{cc), X 2 ( s o:!x Of intervie\·;er) I 
X 2 ( statu ~.\ qt; int.erviewer) d!';'sign. The treatnents Rre 
pr('~',nt.ed in Tabl.e 1. 
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• Table 1 
The Design 
Intervle,,,ers 
High Status E'J.uaI StRtus-
InterviP,,,ecs Hale Female Hal.e Fe01ale 
I1l.LES Dr. Dr. Paul Margie 
Roberts Karlson Andrews Davis 
---,-----------------------
FEI1A:!:'ES 12* 
*Numbcr of subjecL5 per ~ell 
Operat~ion5J.izat.i.on of Variables 
A pilot sample of 69 subjects completed a series of 
semantic differential scales designed to validate the 
two levels of status. 'rhe scales, which \-"ere buried in 
a longer list of b:i.polur adjectives "'lere : High status -
10\1 status; important - unimportant ; prestigious - dis-
reputable.. 'I:he complete questior.naire is presented in 
Appendix B. The r esult.s of a t test verified that the 
r esearchers (Dr. Roberts and Dr . Karlson) were attri -
buted ''lith ilig!1er status than the high school studel'~t.s 
(l1argie DC:Ji& mid Paul Andre\rTs) . 
Precautions \rJer.e taken to insure that subj ects in 
t he e;.ght tl eatments had cor:rectly received. t.he in-
formatio:1 as to who their interviewer would be. 
Shortly after the subject had reCld the resume, the 
exper.j Inpnter r pretending she did not recaJ 1 'Whl. ch inter-
viewer had been uS signed the subjectl a5k~d the subject 
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the nallle of his or her interviewcr . If the subject 
'lid not respond accurately, the experimenter , glancing 
at the resume , informed the subject of the interview-
er ' s name. Approximately 5% of the subjects requirecl. 
this prompting . 
Distance was measured in a,ctual feet and inches 
\0'11 th the usc of a metal retractable tape from a mark 
in the center of one chair to a mark in the center of 
the other chair . The photographs of the angles of 
the cllairs were measured by an unde:cgraduate engineer-
ing stQus~t uning a protractor , 
A 2 x 2 x 2 analysis of variance was performed for. 
both the angle and distance data. 
PrClcedure 
-- , 
Subjects were met by a confedcrate a~ they stepped 
from an elevator in groups of three , at intervals of 
approxima1".ely fifteen minutes . Each subject was given 
a resume by the confedel:ate and they were instructed 
not to discus~ the resume Among thetn~elves , 'I'he resume 
cnntained.: (a) the topic to bc discussed , i . e. , student 
atti ll1dcs abol.1t the propo2cd C~\t in classes a1- Plorida 
'l'c~hnolQgical University a,s a money savIng d,~vjce i 
tb) a rcql.1cst to n~"Q the introdttcti.on of his or her 
interviewer; tel an introduction of intervic,"n-'r. In 
• 
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the equal status condition, the name of a high school 
student V.'as given and a statement that he or she \\las 
conductj ng intervie\'ls for a course requirement. The 
high status condition employed titles, (Dr. Karlson and 
Dr . Roberts) and information that they were conducting 
interviews t:o gather information to usc in a book they 
,,,ere 'v-r i ting. 
The exp"rimenter met each subject individually. 
During the time required to reach the room , the ex-
perimenter explained to each subject that although there 
was a lack of space available at the University I a room 
for interviews had been obtained only a few minutes 
previously. ~'he status validation "as then implement"d , 
after \~hich the subject was advised that his or her 
in terv iewer "las no,"? with a.nother student. Next, the 
subject was instructed to 90 intn the room And place 
the chairs for the interview vlhile the experimenter 
went to tell the intervie\~el: that another student had 
arrived and \,TaoS \>laiting in the ne',Jly ollt ainec.. room . 
'rhe experimenter waited for one minute before r.e-
turning 1..0 the room \·lith the-: camera, t!lC kitchen stool 
and the 5 x 7 cards, Upon entering the room. 1..he 
experJmenter "xplained to the bulljc'ct thilt t.her<: ·"ou1<1 
be no intel~vicv] and tllat UIC subject had completed his 
part of the <:'xperiment by placinry the chairs. It ""as 
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explained that the data necessary for the st.udy were the 
angle and distance separating the chairs. Each subject 
was asked to hold the end of the metal tape on C\ markl'!.d 
spot in the center of one chair, \,/hile the experimenter 
measured the distance to the mark in the center of the 
other cha.i.r . The subject was then asked to stand by 
t.he door while the experimenter took a photograph of 
tlle chairs . Finally, the subject "las thanked for his 
or her coopera.tion , cautioned not to discuss the ex-
periment with others , and asked to leave by a back 
stairv,'ay so as to avoid other subjects ''1ho were waiting 
to be intervie''lecl, The film was p;LQcepsed into 2 1/4" 
x 3 1(4!1 prints. Each photograph \~as matched to each 
subject according to the number sequence on the subject 
cards and photcgrflphs. 'l'he photosraphs are on file in 
the Communications Department of Floridi'! Technological 
University. 
• 
CJ-I.APTER III 
RESULTS 
The mean distances and angles at which male and 
female subjects placed chairs in all interview sit-
uations are p~'esented in Table 2. 
Table 2 
Distance and Angle Means of 
Chair placement by Males and Females 
Hale Interviewer 
Female 5S 
Males 5s 
Female S5 
Males 5s 
.. High Status 
Distance Angle 
• 
4 9 . 98 7 2 , 35 
46.65 84,83 
52 . 57 61 , 35 
~disLance in inches 
bdegrce O~ angle 
Equal Status 
Distance Angle 
47,63 80 . 79 
50 . 32 71 , 62 
45 . 92 64 . 08 
50.38 75 . 12 
1m .i..nspectioll of the .''!\eans l.ndicates th~t ma] e inter-
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viewees selected greater distances than female inter-
viewees in all four possible comparisons. The overall 
mean distance obtained for male subjects was 4.23 feet 
compared to 3.82 feet for femal.es . 
l'est of Hypotheses 
An analysis of var~ance w~s used to investigate 
the possible interviewee sex m~in effect as well as the 
impact of sex and status of interviewer, and interaction 
effects, The results nre presented in Table 3 . 
Table 3 
~lain ~nd Inter~ction E:ffects 
Of Sex and Status on Distance 
Source . , 
, , S5 df 
. , i , •• 
Sex of ~ntervie"ee tAl 595,01 1 
Sex of IntervieNer tB) 29 , 70 1 
Status of Interviewer tel 5,42 1 
1\ X B 1.09 1 
A X C 47.04 1 
B X C 89,71 1 
A X B X e 10 . 93 1 
Error (within) 6506 , 54 88 
, 
.• £ <:.Ol. 
F. 99 (1-88) ~ 6 . 94 
HS 
595.01 
29,70 
5. 42 
1,09 
47.04 
89,71 
10.93 
73,94 
F 
8 . 05* 
1 , 21 
The first prediction that female subj ects "lould 
seat themselves nearer the interviewe~ , regardless of 
sex, than would male subjects was supported , The F 
rl\tl.o vIas significant beyond the .01 level. None of 
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the remaining main or interaction effects approached 
significance . Thus , the second prediction that male and 
f emale subjects would seat themselves nearer peer s than 
to high status interviewers was not substantiated . In 
fact, the overall mean distances of the four equal and 
the four high status conditions are a l most identical, 
4 . 00 feet for the high status interviewer and 4 ,0 4 
feet in the peer treatment. 
Test on Angle Data 
An analysis Qf variance was alsQ used to explore 
main and interaction effects of ~eA of interviewee and 
sex and status of interviewer on angle. ~he results are 
displayed in ~able 4, 
~ab1e 4 
Main and Interaction Effects 
of Sex and Status on Ang~e 
Source SS df MS F 
Sex of Intervie\-lee (A) 19 63,84 1 1963.8 1.39 
Sex of Interv iewer tB) 1038 , 83 1 1038 . 8 
Status of In eery ie\'ler te) 289 . 79 1 289.8 
A X B 193.25 1 1 93.3 
A X e 2392.03 1 2392 . 0 1. 69 
B X e 0 . 04 1 0.04 
Z X B X e 1 267 . 3 1 1267,3 
Error (.Jithin) 124320,5 88 141 2,73 
.. , 
F.95 (1 88) 3 . 95 
• 
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T,.herc were no main or i nternction effects , or any 
discernable trends indicated . 
From Tahle 1 , it can be determined that the mean 
angle for all conditions involving female subjects was 
79 . 41 0 , which was slightly higher than the overall mean 
of 70 . lJ.° recorded for male Rubjects. Male subjects 
mean angle scores ranged from 61. 35° in the high status 
feraale intcrvievler condition to 75 . l20 in the equal 
status female intervie\o/er treatment.. Female subject 
means ranged f,rom 64.08° in the equal status female con-
dition to 86.95° in the high status male manipulation . 
Despite these relatively sizable fluctuations, appro-
priate levels of significance 'lOre not obtained since 
within group variation was also quite large . 
• • 
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CHAP'fER IV 
DISCUSSION 
'" The prediction that female subjects l\'ould seat them-
selves nearer their interviewers, regardless of sex than 
"ould male subjects , ,.as supported . In this study , "ith-
out t.able or desk intervening , the mean distance obtained 
for male subjects was 4.23 feet. compared to 3.82 feet 
for females. This supports the work of Mehrabian and 
Dia~ond (1971). Usin~ th~ table- inter.vening ~ituation, 
these resea~cher3 found that males sat an av~rage distance 
of 5.60 fe .ol: from others , while females sat signi f i cantly 
closer at 5 . 11 feet. As early as 1959, Sowner had d~s­
covered that females '-1Ould sit closer to intervie\'lers 
of bot.h sexes th an would males. Other stuCi.i€;s (Leib~an , 
1 970 ; Pclligrini & Empey, 1970; Pedarsen, 1973; Tennis 
and Dabbs , 197.'; ; l'lhite, 1975) have supported the findin'J 
thu t femaJes tend to sit closer to others than males. 
Because of the consistency of thesE: findings, and since 
rcs111t.s hp.ve been replicat8:d '-lith subjcc.!ts ranging from 
grade three to college level, it seems reasonable to 
FoUgg(~5t lhcse findings are somc,,,hat gencl:n.lizablc. 
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The second prediction that male and female 3ubjec~s 
would seat theMselves nearer thGir peers thnn higher 
status intervie'vers "TaS not supported . One possible 
explanation for this surprising result is that subjects 
actually perceived the high school interviewers as 10\"1 
stutus p~rsons rather than as peers. It was initially 
felt that. "ince college freshmen ".ere separated by only 
one school year from the high school student intp.r-
viewers , tl:ey \"lou ld perceive the interviewer as ap-
proximately a peer. HO\·leVel.·, if subjects attached a 
l o\·,rer l evel of status to these interviewers , the second 
hypothesis would be unjustified . That is, subjects 
should place greater distance between themselves and 
10\-/ status interviev/ers than beboJeen themselves and 
equal status intervie\'lers. Such a prediction would 
b" consistent with that of Lott and Somner (1967), 
"/ho found that nUbjects sat closer to persons perceived 
as p~ers than either lO\V'er or higher status perscns . 
Further , Mehrabian (1971) repQrte~ that regarQless 
of the hidl or l ow status of one individual , if thq 
t\']O pe~)pl€ involved in an int:eL"action \':ere friends , 
the physical distance between the. two ",auld be the ) 
sa'!1e {clo5er] as t:.hat for peers . 
pj10t tent results \'aJidotr-oJ that. high :.1tnLus in'Ler-
vin.\·/cr.u ,,'ere attributed gj gnificant1~' higher st:i\tus than 
the J 0'" fitatus intex:vie.\'/crs . HmoJcvet" 1 f'i nee the 10\>1 
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status int:f;rvicwers received a mean rating of 4 . 1 on 
the seven-interval scales , it seemed inappropriate to 
label them low in status, Based on these da.ta , the 
decision \·;as made to refer to the. two levels of status 
as high and peer . However , the results of the experi-
ment indicate that the subjects may not have perceived 
the "peer l! intervie\'ler as an equa l. It is possible that 
i n the paper and pencil validation , subjects were 
hesit.ant to rate the high school seniors as 10\" in 
status , ,.hen they actually did perceive them as 10,. , 
LaPiere (1934) concluded that people sometimes respond 
in one '-lay on a covert measure of atti tude , but in a 
quite differc!lt manner "'Then faced with real life situ-
ati ons . The disparity beb.,reen results obtained beb-leen 
covert and overt measures of attitude is commonl y re-
ferred to as the attitude-behavior discrepancy. Ac -
c ording to Rokeach (1968) I a stated attitude is a func--
tion of an interaction bet",T(:!en one I s attitude to\.,Tard 
the object and his attitude to\\'ard t.fte situation . To 
tl~c extent that the 81. tuation varies across observations 
of attitude these stated attitudes Illay a.lso be expected 
to var]' . Ir. the current study, subjects may have ex-
perienced some level of evaluation apprehension 0ver 
indicating that they percc..ivr.!d the high sellool student 
aB having lm"er ~tatu9 than the,nselves. Yet , their 
behavior indicates that they did perceive the high 
school student as having lO\-/er status . 
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The disparity of chair angles observed during the 
pilot study was the basis for exploring this area . How-
ever , none of the three i ndependent variables in the 
experiment emerged as a re l iable predictor of the 
chair angle. Research on chair angles is sparse , 
although Pelligrini and Empey (1970) did report that 
females exhibited less preference for face- to- face 
orientations than did males. Similarly , l1ahoney (1974) 
concluded that women preferred to sit beside another 
person at a table while men preferred a face-to- face 
position. However, an even more recent study (Fisher 
& Byrne , 197~ , suggested the opposite; that males feel 
more comfortable in side-by- side seating and fema l es 
prefer face- to- face seating . Conf l icting findings about 
chair angle preference mandates continued investigati ons . 
Some poter.tially relevant factors to be considered 
in the examination of chair angles are the variab l es 
of sex and status and also the relationship between 
the individuals participating in the inte raction. Perhaps 
observations of actual intervjew and couns j;:ling situations 
over a period of time would produce more realistic 
information for use in bringing about greater understanding 
of the jrnpact of nonverbal behavior on verbal communication . 
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PToblerns arise durin9 an expe.riment that do not be-
come apparent even during a pilot 5tudy . A number of im-
proven',ents in the implementation of the current e"<Pe::::iment 
should accompany any r.eplication . Although history 'vas 
held to a minimum by processing all 96 subjects in one 
day, there "ere disadvantages to this assembly-line ap-
proach. At. times the experimenter felt somewhat rushed , 
and may hQve failed to maintain the initial methodical 
pace . rurther, the confederate may have become too 
fatigued to l!1aintain careful consistency in her behRvior 
throughout the experiment. Fatigue of both experimenter 
and confederate may have r esulted in the sending of 
negative nonverbal signals to the subjects. Fortunately , 
the random assignment of subjects to conditions which 
caused all treatment cells to be filled at approximately 
an equal rate, should have resulted in the randomization 
across treatments of any such history or maturation 
biases. It could be argued that the laboratory room 
",as too bare, and was perhaps an unrealistic environment 
in which La expect an actual interview . Too , the 
aetna.l presence of intervie\ ... ers , dressed according 
to status conditions (I~dlcr & Iverson, 1974) , \>lould 
probrl.bly lr.al-:c a more genuine impression upon the subjects. 
rinally , the camcre should be sE!cured to the ceiling 
in orcl(-'r to avcdd hlunan err.or in hartdling . 
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Society 1 s growing concern for greatel; success in 
communication \-li thin the interpersonal relationships on 
a l l levels makes it .imperative that );esearch in the area 
of proxernic behavior continue . It is important to knoW' 
hoy! people. respond to cow1selors I administrators , and 
other professionals i n i nterview situaticns . An inter-
Vi€Vler needs information a.bout male and fema18 response 
to him in the areas of status, sex and relationship. 
One of the most important aspects may be that of status . 
In our socic.t.y I we are conditioned to view the female as 
l esR prestigeous than the male. For ~xample, n female 
psych incriGt may be perceived as having different s tat.us 
than a male psychiatrist. This judgmen t. t e nds to 
permeate a 11 areas of our society . It is important t.o 
kno·"v if perception of status is based on the a scribed 
or achieved status of the individual. Haase and Dif.1attia 
(1 970) , discove red that counselors chose one seating 
position for clients while clients preferred a different 
seating arrangemellt. Haa.se and DiMat.tia I s findings in-
dicate tha:L misunderstanding and conlllll."'1ication break-
d Oyln may occur becauGe of lack of infonnation in personal 
space nE.~eds . 
The field of study of man ' s personal space is in its 
ini"ilncy. As j 11 ilny discIpline , only with time , repli-
cation r the ill.i.er!:!st to ask new questions und lnC1:hodically 
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test old theories, will new knowledge emerge . It was 
only the early 1960' s when Ball confirmed his assertion 
that personal space did in fact exist. Trying to con-
vince a Harvard professor of his discovery, Hall inched 
his chair forward during their conversation, forcing the 
professor to move his chair away. Finally, Hall called 
the professor's attention to what was happening thereby 
gaining his support, and beginning serious study in 
man's personal space (Maclay & Knipe, 1972). By con-
tinuing to observe and determine the significance of rnan 1 s 
use of his personal space, we may provide him with ways 
to communicate more completely and effectively. 
Summary 
. This study was designed to investigate the effects 
of sex and status on two aspects of personal space be-
havior, distance and angle. Support was obtained for " 
the prediction that female subjects would seat themselve~ 
at smaller distances from their intervie\'ler I regardless } 
/' 
of sex, than would male subjects (1'. < . 01) . 
The second prediction, that subjects >!ould place 
less distance between themselves and their peers than 
betvleen themselves and persons of unequal st.atus was 
not supported. The lack or confirmation was discussed 
in terms of an interpretat ion of the status manipulation. 
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The expl.oratory part of the study , effects of sex 
and status on chair angles, produced no statistically~ 
significant findings, 
• 
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• 
INSTRUCTIONS 
The purpose of this study is to measure the quali-
fications of various people by having them judged against 
a series of descriptive scales . In taking this test, 
please make your judgments on the basis ot how qualified 
they are to YOU. 
IMPORTANT: (1) . Place your check-marks in the middle 
of the spaces , not on the boundaries . 
(2). Be sure you check every scale for 
every title--do not omit any . 
Hake each item a separate and independent judgment. 
Work at a fairly high speed through this test . Do not 
worry or puzzle over individual items. It is your first 
impressions, the immediate "feeling" about the item. 
RESUHE 
As a requirement for one of her courses, Margie 
Davis is conducting interviews in order to learn student 
attitudes about the proposed cut in classes by this Uni-
versity as a money saving device . 
Margie is a student at a local high school and will 
be entering Florida Technological University next fall. 
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high status : 
· 
: 
· · 
low status • • 
· r 2 "'j "4 5 6 r 
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· · 
: 
· 
: unreliable 
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informed 
· · · · 
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· 
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· · 
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· 
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important 
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prestigious 
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expert 
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intelligent 
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· 
: unintelligent 
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M F 
INSTRUCTIONS 
The purpose of this study is to measure the quali -
fications of various people by having them judged against 
a series of descriptive scales. In taking this test , 
please make your judgments on the basis of how qualified 
they are to YOU. 
I MPORTANT : (1) . Place your check-marks i n the middle 
of the spaces , not on the boundaries. 
(2 ). Be sure you check every scale for 
every title--do not omit any. 
Make each item a separate and independent judgment . 
Work at a fairly high speed through this test. Do not 
worry or puzzle over individual items . It is your first 
i mpressions, the inunediate "feeling" about the item . 
. RESUME 
Dr . William Roberts in conducting interviews in 
order to learn student attitudes about the proposed 
cut in classes by this University as a money saving de-
vice . 
Dr . Roberts graduated with honors from the Uni-
versity of Florida and has a Master of Speech degree . 
He holds a Ph.D . in Communication from the University 
of Michigan . He has taught at the University of Michigan 
and has published a number of articles in leading pro-
fessional journal s. 
Currently, Dr . Roberts is doing research dealing 
with corr~unication flow between faculty and students . 
He \-lill co-author a publication with Dr . Dorothy Karlson, 
University of Florida . 
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YOU HAVE BEEN ASKED TO PARTICIPATE IN A STUDY BEING 
DONE TO LEARN STUDENT ATTITUDES ABOUT THE PROPOSED CUT IN 
CLASSES BY FTU AS A MONEY SAVING DEVICE. MS . RUSS , A 
GRADUATE STUDENT, WIT>L GIVE YOU INSTRUCTIOnS AND TAKE 
YOU TO YOUR INTERVIEWER. 
PLEASE READ THE FOLLOIHNG INTRO-
DUCTION OF YOUR INTERVIEWER . 
INTRODUCTION 
AS A REQUIREMENT FOR ONE OF HIS COURSES, PAUL 
ANDREWS IS CONDUCTING INTERVIEWS IN ORDER TO LEARN STUDENT 
AT'rITUDES ABOUT THE PROPOSED CUT IN CLASSES BY ~'HIS UNI-
VERSITY AS A MONEY SAVING DEVICE . 
PAUL IS A STUDENT AT A LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL AND WILL 
BE COMING TO FLORIDA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY NEXT FALL. 
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YOU HAVE BEk~N ASKED TO PARTICIPATE IN A STUDY BEING 
DONE TO LEARN STUDENT ATTITUDES ABOUT THE PROPOSED CUT IN 
CLASSES BY FTU AS A MONEY SAVING DEVICE . MS. RUSS, 
A GRADUATE STUDENT, WILL GIVE YOU INSTRUCTIONS AND TAKE 
YOU TO YOUR INTERVIEWER. 
PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INTRO-
DUCTION OF YOUR INTERVIEWER . 
INTRODUCTION 
AS A REQUIREMENT FOR ONE OF HER COURSES , MARGIE 
DAVIS IS CONDUCTING INTERVIEl"/S IN ORDER TO LEARN STUDENT 
ATTITUDES ABOUT THE PROPOSED CUT IN CLASSES BY THIS 
UNIVERSITY AS A MONEY SAVING DEVICE . 
MARGIE IS A STUDENT AT A LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL AND 
WILL BE ENTERING FLORIDA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY NEXT 
FAr~L . 
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YOU HAVE BEEN ASKED TO PARTICIPATE IN A STUDY BEING 
DONE TO LEARN STUDENT ATTITUDES ABOUT THE PROPOSED CUT 
IN CLASSES BY FTU AS A MONEY SAVING DEVICE . MS. RUSS , A 
GRADUATE STUDENT, WILL GIVE YOU INSTRUCTIONS AND TAKE 
YOU TO YOUR INTERVIEWER. 
PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INTRO-
DUCTION OF YOUR INTERVIEWER . 
INTRODUCTION 
DR . IHLLIAM ROBERTS IS CONDUCTING I NTERVIEWS IN ORDER 
TO LEARN STUDENT ATTITUDES ABOUT THE PROPOSED CUT IN 
CT.ASSES BY THIS UNIVERSITY AS A MONEY SAVING DEVICE. 
DR. ROBERTS GRADUATED WI TH HONORS FROM THE UNIVERSITY 
OF FLORIDA AND HAS A MASTER OF SPEECH DEGREE . HE HOLDS A 
PH . D. IN COMMUNICATION FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN . 
HE HAS TAUGHT AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN AND HAS 
PUBLISHED A NUMBER OF ARTICLES IN LEADING PROFESSIONAL 
;JOURNALS . 
CURRENTI,Y, DR. ROBERTS IS DOING RESEARCH DEALING 
WITH COMMUNICATION FLOW BETWEEN FACULTY AND STUDENT. HE 
WILL CO-AUTHOR A PUBLICATION WITH DR . DOROTHY KARLSON , 
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA . 
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YOU HAVE BEEN ASKED TO PARTICIPATE IN A STUDY BEING 
DONE TO LEARN STUDENT ATTITUDES ABOUT THE PROPOSED CUT 
IN CLASSES BY FTU AS A MONEY SAVING DEVICE. MS . RUSS , 
A GRADUATE STUDENT , WILL GIVE YOU INSTRUCTIONS AND TAKE 
YOU TO YOUR INTERVIEWER. 
PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INTRO-
DUC'l'ION OF YOUR INTERVIEWER . 
INTRODUCTION 
DR . DOROTHY KARLSON IS CONDUCTING INTERVIEWS IN ORDER 
TO LEARN STUDENT ATTITUDES ABOUT THE PROPOSED CUT IN 
CLASSES BY THIS UNIVERSITY AS A MONEY SAVING DEVICE . 
DR. KARLSON GRADUATED WITH HONORS FROM THE UNIVERSITY 
OF FLORIDA AND HAS A MASTER OF SPEECH DEGREE . SHE HOLDS 
A PH.D. IN COMMUNICATION FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. 
SHE HAS TAUGHT AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN AND HAS 
PUBLISHED A NUMBER OF ARTICLES IN LEADING PROFESSIONAL 
JOURNALS. 
CURRENTLY, DR. KARLSON IS DOING RESEARCH DEALING 
WITH COMMUNICATION FLOW BETWEEN FACULTY AND STUDENT . 
SHE WILL CO-AUTHOR A PUBLICA'fION WITH DR . WILLIAM ROBERTS, 
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA. 
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